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After all these years of thinking 69 was our lucky number, the perpetrators of Nerve.com's wildly
popular "Position of your day" have hand-picked 366 of their very best erotic scenarios into one
gloriously chunky, deeply inspiring, and hilarious compendium. For newbies and the acrobatically
challenged, there are accessible suggestions such as the Corporate Merger, the Wet Blanket, and
the TV Supper.com's sex and associations tips column, "The Em & Lo Down (Information from
Near-Experts). Yes, that's 366 - one for each day of the year plus a little something unique for
leap year!. Placement of the Day is about not learning to be a creature of habit, because even the
Excuse Me, Do I UNDERSTAND You? can get boring if that's the only position in your
repertoire.Em & Lo (Emma Taylor and Lorelei Sharkey) pen Nerve. In the meantime, the adept and
adventurous can try their hands at The Snow Blower, The Papoose, and the Quasimodo, which
field-testing suggests is best attempted just after a vigorous circular of stretching and a can of
Red Bull.. Illustrated with anatomically right drawn figures, the positions run the lusty gamut
from plausible to creative to Honey, get my weight belt, that is likely to require some large lifting!"
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I enjoy looking through this book I enjoy looking through this reserve, it's funny. how are we likely
to use this every day when a few of the positions are for guys/women only or for a lot more than
2 people? A few of the depicted positions are of the Olympian variety, and would probably bring
about injury at greatest, and epic loss of life at worse. Funny Just get yourself a good laugh from
it Just for laughs I think this is meant to be a gag gift! If you're looking for humor, then it's an
excellent book to get. If you're looking for a publication providing reasonable sex positions, I
would skip it to check out something else. If you are not up for everything there could be a few
web pages you will have to leave out. My husband and I have just a few positions that work
because of angles of anatomy, so this should help. It's amazing!DONT WATE YOUR TIME AND
EFFORT WITH THIS Five Stars This is a great gag gift! I really do really like there are multi partner
scenarios, and also having stuff for solitary sex couples.. . Everyone can purchase this book!
However the book *clearly* says that at least a third of these positions are literally impossible.
We want to flip through it. It offers some impossible positions in there but also some fun types.
It's also not pornographic. A big hit!.. for a gag present however the content looks similar to it
was written by two 13 year previous boy ... This books ok for a gag gift however the content
looks similar to it was written by two 13 year old boy using a Barbie and Ken set who posses no
understanding of anatomy. you can't even return that. There's a position for each day of the
entire year and I made sure to mark the web pages that celebrated my birthday and various other
important dates therefore they would always remember. There are days with man on guy and
woman on woman plus some with threesomes and so forth. Lots of (impossible) positions Okay,
yeah, there's new ideas in here. Good for fun or a tale I purchased two of the simply for fun gag
gifts for just two of my close friends who were getting married to pack on the wedding nights. A
few of the web pages are pretty funny. Nonetheless it is not just limited to a guy and a woman.
The names are outrageously funny and my hubby I spent additional time laughing at the reserve
then actually using it.) Don't waste your money This is such a waste of money. The majority of
the positions are repeated and simply have different brands. ; though what a method to go! I'd go
with something else Great book for ideas or a good laugh with your significant other Jun little
book to spice things up. My intention was to obtain a book to help increase our sex life, however,
it didn't quite fit the bill. I'd prolly purchase it for something special easily had any friends.. It
does involve some random girl on woman, man on guy and three-way positions. This book is
even more about humor than actual sex (which is stated in the book). Three Stars as advertised
COUNTERFIT COPY COUNTERFIT COPY--MISSING PAGES AND OUT OF SEQUENCE!! Creative
book This is neat because it has a position for everyday of the entire year. I also haven't browse
the whole matter yet, but I understand there's duplicates (January 25 and March 5 will be the
same position, same illustration, different name).! One Star Didn’t realize there is same sex
positions in right here too ? Misleading Pictures are too little; nothing beats the descriptio; Me
and my boyfriend have definitely gotten ideas from it, however, not all of the positions are
feasible.
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